September 21, 2020

To students and parents,
Re: Red Phoenix Tae Kwon Do and COVID-19 safety
Student safety has always been a priority at Red Phoenix Tae Kwon Do, and safety
during the pandemic strengthens this focus. Below, we’ve outlined how we fulfil the
guidelines for protecting students and staff from COVID-19.
The training area
Our new location provides ample space for Tae Kwon Do classes as well as a clear
path for one-direction travel to enter and exit the training area. We have hand
sanitizer available throughout the do-jang and have used colour coding on the mats
to show students how to maintain physical distancing. Between classes, Instructors
will wear masks in every class, and will clean the training areas and any equipment
between classes.
Although we’re so excited to see students and parents again, we have to limit the
number of people in the do-jang entrance, and ask that parents (and guests) hold off
from watching inside the do-jang to maintain adequate spacing for the students
entering and leaving the do-jang.
Do-jang facilities
We’re proud to note that our new do-jang is accessible with washrooms for all
students. The washrooms remain available for use, but the showers are unavailable
at this time. We ask that students change at home before class, where possible, to
limit the number of students in the washroom/change rooms.
Safety during classes
We ask that students use the hand sanitizer available as they enter the do-jang and
keep their mask on while they wait beside the mat until they are invited onto a
cleaned training area. Once they move to the mat area, they can place their water
bottle in the designated area and leave their mask there (if they choose). Instructors
will wear masks in every class. If students are doing target sparring, the student
holding the target will be instructed to wear their mask. Targets are not shared
between students and are fully cleaned between classes. Once class is finished,
students will leave along the right side of the mats, use hand sanitizer, and then
follow the arrows to the shoe rack.
We’re focused on offering all students and parents an enjoyable and safe Tae Kwon
Do experience. Please email mastercha@redpx.com if you require more information.
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